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F GRI Griffiths, Andy, 1961-. The 13-story treehouse. 1st U.S. ed. New York : Feiwel 

and Friends, 2013.
Andy and Terry are trying hard to write their next book but they are 

constantly distracted by the many animals and special rooms in their thirteen 

story treehouse.

F GRI Griffiths, Andy, 1961- author. The 26-story treehouse. First U.S. edition.

Andy and Terry recount the story of how they first met, an adventure 

marked by emergency shark operations, giant storms, and wooden pirate 

heads.

F GRI Griffiths, Andy, 1961- author. The 39-story treehouse. First U.S. edition.

"Andy and Terry are once again inviting readers to come hang out with them 

in their astonishing 39-story treehouse (it used to be 13 stories, then 26 
stories, but they keep expanding). And this year they will have even more 

time to jump on the world's highest trampoline, toast marshmallows in an 

active volcano, swim in the chocolate waterfall, pet baby dinosaurs, and go 
head-to-trunk with the Trunkinator, since Terry has created the greatest 

invention that he--or anyone else--has ever invented . . . a Once-upon-a-

time machine that will write and illustrate their entire book for them!"--.

F JIN Jinks, Catherine. The abused werewolf rescue group. Boston : Graphia, [2012], 
c2011.
When Tobias wakes up in a hospital with no memory of the night before, a 

mysterious man tells him he has a dangerous condition, and he finds himself 

involved with a group of werewolves convinced he needs their help.

F WAR Olson, Martin. The Adventure Time encyclopaedia : inhabitants, lore, spells, and 
ancient crypt warnings of the land of Ooo circa 19.56 b.g.e. - 501 a.g.e. New 

York : Abrams, 2013.

Foreword going backward -- Preface regarding no one -- Introduction to the 

introduction -- Book I. Worthless inhabitants of the land of Ooo -- Book II. 

Utterly insignificant inhabitants of the land of Ooo -- Book III. The land of 

Ooo and you -- Book IV. The lost texts of Ooo -- Book V. Forbidden chapters 

in the Encyclopaedia of Ooo. Written and compiled by the Lord of Evil 

himself, The Adventure Time Encyclopaedia matches the playful, subversive 
tone of the cartoon series, detailing everything anyone will ever need to 

know about the postapocalyptic land of Ooo and its inhabitants-- secret lore 
and spells, fun places you should visit and places where you will probably 

die, whom to marry and whom not to marry, how to make friends and how 

to destroy your enemies-- plus hand-written marginalia by Finn, Jake, and 

Marceline. An indispensable companion to the show, this side-splittingly 
funny love letter to Adventure Time is sure to appeal to fans of all ages. 

Heck yeah!.

F-G WAR Natasha Allegri. Adventure time with Fionna & Cake. Los Angeles : Kaboom!, 
2013.
"When Fionna rescues a feral flame boy from the Ice Queen, it starts her on 

a quest she'll never forget...it's a crazy adventure with magic flan and magic 

wands,everything you need in a monster-fighting, queen-defeating, wacky 

story filled with friends and sweet, sweet justice.".
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921 ERI Waxman, Laura Hamilton. Aerospace engineer Aprille Ericsson.

F SCO Scott, Michael Dylan. The alchemyst : the secrets of the immortal Nicholas 

Flamel. 1st ed. New York : Delacorte Press, c2007.

Fifteen-year-old twins, Sophie and Josh, find themselves caught up in the 

deadly struggle between rival alchemists, Nicholas Flamel and John Dee, 

over the possession of an ancient book that holds the secret formulas for 

alchemy and everlasting life.

F SMI Smith, Clete Barrett. Aliens in Disguise. 1st ed. New York : Disney/Hyperion 

Books, c2011.

When David's grandma wins a hotelier award and goes to accept it on 

another planet, security officer Tate assumes full control of the Intergalactic 

Bed & Breakfast. His decision to put the alien tourists on total lockdown 

doesn't go over well, however, and most of the guests vacate. Tate decides 

to retrieve Grandma, leaving David and his friend Amy home alone. Running 

the B&B when there are only a few guests should be a breeze, especially for 

two kids who saved the universe just a few weeks ago. But soon David and 
Amy (and alien pooch, Snarflle) are faced with such problems as a lost alien, 

a pair of gate-crashers, and a potential horde of UFO-watchers descending 

on the inn. Middle grade readers will be over the moon about this third kooky 

comedy featuring an assortment of hapless humans and admirable aliens.

F SMI Smith, Clete Barrett. Aliens on a Rampage. 1st ed. New York : Disney/Hyperion 

Books, c2011.

David is looking forward to spending another adventure-filled summer at his 

grandmother's Intergalactic Bed & Breakfast-a vacation hotspot for aliens. 
But as soon as he meets Grandma's new repairman, an alien named 

Scratchull, he becoms suspicious. The only problem is that it is difficult to be 

sneaky when you have a ravenous alien pet attached to you. Even though no 

one else-including Grandma-thinks that Scratchull is an underhanded 

handyman, David decides to spy on him. But no one believes David when he 

discovers that Scratchull really is an evil mastermind with a plot to destroy 
the planet. Without the help of Grandma and his friends, will David be able 

to save Earth before it's too late?.

F SMI Smith, Clete Barrett. Aliens on vacation. 1st ed. New York : Disney/Hyperion 
Books, c2011.

Unhappy at being sent to stay with his grandmother at the inn she operates, 

The Intergalactic Bed & Breakfast, Scrub discovers that each room is actually 

a portal to space and the inn's visitors are aliens who are vacationing on 

Earth.

F-G LUN Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir. Amazing-Agent Luna 1-3. Canada : Seven 
Seas, 2008.

F-G LUN Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir. Amazing-Agent Luna 4-5. Canada : Seven 

Seas, 2008.

F-G LUN Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir. Amazing-Agent Luna 6-7. Canada : Seven 

Seas, 2008.

F-G LUN Nunzio DeFilippis and Christina Weir. Amazing-Agent Luna 8-9. Canada : Seven 
Seas, 2008.
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F COL Colfer, Eoin. Artemis Fowl : the Arctic Incident. New York : Scholastic, Inc, 

c2002.

Thirteen-year-old criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl must join forces with his 

nemesis, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon fairy police, in order to save his 

father--one of the few people in the world Artemis loves--who has been 

kidnapped by the Russian Mafiya.\\Booklist - May 1, 2002 (Vol.98, No. 17)
\\Gr. 6-9. In the sequel to Artemis Fowl (2001), the young genius, now 13 

and still searching for his father, receives word from the Russian Mafiya that 

they have Artemis, Sr., and want a huge ransom. Unfortunately, anyone who 

has previously dealt with Mafiya demands has ended up dead. Meanwhile, 

Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon squad has been sent to bring Artemis, 

Jr., and his guard-mentor Butler in for questioning about the matter of illegal 

trafficking of contraband. What ensues is another madcap adventure; 

however, this time Artemis and the LEP join forces not only to rescue 

Artemis, Sr., but also to track down the real smugglers, a truly dangerous 

bunch. Fans of the first book will definitely want to read the second goofy, 

wild adventure of the teenage criminal mastermind, who shows a more 

human side this time around.

F COL Colfer, Eoin. Artemis Fowl : the Arctic incident. New Disney Hyperion pbk. ed. 
New York : Disney Hyperion Books, 2009, c2002.
Thirteen-year-old criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl must join forces with his 

nemesis, Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon fairy police, in order to save his 

father--one of the few people in the world Artemis loves--who has been 

kidnapped by the Russian Mafiya.

F-G CHM Chmakova, Svetlana, 1979- author, artist. Awkward. First Yen Press edition.
After shunning Jaime, the school nerd, on her first day at a new middle 

school, Penelope Torres tries to blend in with her new friends in the art club, 

until the art club goes to war with the science club, of which Jaime is a 

member.

F-G MAR Telgemeier, Raina. The Baby-sitter's Club. 1st ed. New York : Graphix, 2006.
Kristy gets an idea for a babysitter's club and enlists the help of her friends, 

Mary Anne and Claudia, who introduce a new member, Stacey.

F LIT Littman, Sarah, author. Backlash. First edition.
When Christian, a boy she knows only through Facebook, posts a lot of nasty 

comments on her page, fifteen-year-old Lara tries to kill herself--but that is 

only the beginning of the backlash for her sister, Sydney; her former friend 

Bree; and her classmates.

F MCQ McQuerry, Maureen, 1955-. Beyond the door.
When mythical creatures appear, a mystery of unparalleled proportions 

begins to unfold for Timothy, his sister Sarah, and school bully Jessica, who 

must defeat the powers of the Darkness.

F-G PEI Peirce, Lincoln, author, artist. Big Nate : say good-bye to Dork City.

"Can Nate Wright get any cooler? Not according to Nate himself. He's already 
P.S. 38's rockin'est drummer, finest poet (check out his haiku about Brazil 

nuts), and deepest thinker--in his own mind. But does Nate have what it 

takes to hang with Marcus, leader of the school's most notorious posse? Or 

will he decide that being cool isn't all it's cracked up to be?"--.

F KEL
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Kelly, Erin Entrada. author. Blackbird fly. First edition.

Bullied at school, eighth-grader Apple, a Filipino American who loves the 

music of the Beatles, decides to change her life by learning how to play the 

guitar.

599.9 DEE Deem, James M. Bodies from the ice : melting glaciers and the rediscovery of the 
past. Boston : Houghton Mifflin, 2008.
Iceman of the Alps -- Grinding, gliding glaciers -- Dragons in the ice -- 

Frozen children of the Andes -- The mystery of Mallory -- Another man from 

a glacier -- Saving the past. Examines the science of glaciers and looks at 

some of the discoveries of the past that have been made as the ice masses 

move and melt, including the preserved frozen remains of Otzi, the oldest 

human mummy ever found in ice, believed to be at least 5,300 years old.

F SHE Banks, Kate, 1960- author. Boy's best friend. First edition.
Lester has just moved to Cape Cod and is starting in a new school, and 

George is missing his best friend who has moved away, but the two develop 

a friendship and learn about scientific experimentation when they start 
working on a school science project, testing psychic ability in dogs, based on 

an experiment developed by Dr. Rupert Sheldrake.

940.53 HOO Hoose, Phillip M., 1947- author. The boys who challenged Hitler : Knud Pedersen 
and the Churchill Club. First edition.
OPROP! -- The RAF Club -- The Churchill Club -- Learning to breathe -- 

Flames of resistance -- To arms -- Whipped cream and steel -- An evening 

alone -- The Nibe Offensive -- Grenades -- No turning back -- King Hans 

Gades Jail -- Walls and windows -- At large again? -- Nyborg State Prison -- 
First hours of freedom -- Better on the inside -- Our evening with Winston 

Churchill -- The times that followed. "The true story of a group of boy 

resistance fighters in Denmark after the Nazi invasion"--. "At the outset of 

World War II, Denmark did not resist German occupation. Deeply ashamed 

of his nation's leaders, fifteen-year-old Knud Pedersen resolved with his 

brother and a handful of schoolmates to take action against the Nazis if the 
adults would not. Naming their secret club after the fiery British leader, the 

young patriots in the Churchill Club committed countless acts of sabotage, 

infuriating the Germans, who eventually had the boys tracked down and 

arrested. But their efforts were not in vain: the boys' exploits and eventual 

imprisonment helped spark a full-blown Danish resistance. Interweaving his 

own narrative with the recollections of Knud himself, here is Phil Hoose's 

inspiring story of these young war heroes"--.

598.9 PAT Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw, author. The call of the osprey.
"A stunning addition to the Scientists in the Field series that explores 

mercury pollution found in the rivers and streams of Western Montana that 
might cause harm to humans--and the extinction of the entire osprey 

species."--.

F COO Cooner, Donna D. (Donna Danell), author. Can't look away. First edition.

Sixteen-year-old Torrey Grey's YouTube videos on fashion and beauty for 

teenagers were famous, but when her younger sister is killed by a drunk 

driver during a filming her world falls apart--cyber bullies are attacking her, 

her father moves them to Texas, and she does not know who to trust at her 
new school or whether her cousin is really a friend.

331.7 SIN
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Careers : the graphic guide to finding the perfect job for you. First American 

edition. New York, NY : DK Publishing, 2015.

Arts, crafts, and design -- Performing arts, media, and journalism -- Sales, 

marketing, and advertising -- Administration and business management -- 

Finance, law, and politics -- Information technology and computing -- 

Science and research -- Animals, farming, and the environment -- 

Engineering and manufacturing -- Construction -- Transportation -- Security 
and emergency services -- Social service and teaching -- Health and 

medicine -- Sports, leisure, and tourism. "With career paths, skills guides, 

industry profiles, and more, this book is guaranteed to show you the way 

from high school to the right job for you"--Page 4 of cover.

F LEW Lewman, David. The case of the mystery meat loaf. 1st ed. New York : Simon 

Spotlight, c2012.

With yesterday's meatless meatloaf probably responsible for an outbreak of 

food poisoning at the Woodlands Junior High cafeteria, everyone blames the 

new science teacher, but the students in Club CSI are convinced that their 

teacher is innocent.

F FIS Fishbone, Greg R., 1970-. The challengers. 1st ed. New York : Tu Books, c2011.
On his eleventh birthday, Ty Sato gets a star named for him by his Japanese 
cousins, and is recruited by aliens from the planet Mrendaria to help save 

them from galactic humiliation in the Galaxy Games. Includes author's notes 

about Japanese culture and language.

793.93 MIL Miller, Megan. COMMAND BLOCKS: HACKS FOR MINECRAFTERS : The unofficial 

guide to tips and tricks that other guides won't teach you. New York : Sky 
Pony Press, 2014.

The unofficial guide to tips and tricks that other guides won't teach you.

F BLA Black, Holly, author. The copper gauntlet. First edition.

Callum Hunt's life has been difficult ever since he was admitted to the 

Magisterium, since his father suspects him of being evil, and his closest 
companion is a Chaos-ridden wolf--but when he discovers that his father 

may be trying to destroy both him and Havoc, he escapes back to the 

magical world and he and his friends Aaron and Tamara, become involved in 

the search for the stolen Alkahest, a copper gauntlet with dangerous powers.

F HAR Harrington, Kim, 1974-. The dead and buried. 1st ed. New York : Point, 2013, 
c2012.
New student Jade uncovers a murder mystery when she moves into a house 

haunted by the ghost of a beautiful, mean girl who ruled Jade's high school.

F BEL Bell, Cece, author, artist. El Deafo.

The author recounts in graphic novel format her experiences with hearing 
loss at a young age, including using a bulky hearing aid, learning how to lip 

read, and determining her "superpower.". "Going to school and making new 

friends can be tough. But going to school and making new friends while 

wearing a bulky hearing aid strapped to your chest? That requires 

superpowers! In this funny, poignant graphic novel memoir, 

author/illustrator Cece Bell chronicles her hearing loss at a young age and 
her subsequent experiences with the Phonic Ear, a very powerful--and very 

awkward--hearing aid. The Phonic Ear gives Cece the ability to hear--

sometimes things she shouldn't--but also isolates her from her classmates. 
She really just wants to fit in and find a true friend, someone who 
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appreciates her as she is. After some trouble, she is finally able to harness 

the power of the Phonic Ear and become "El Deafo, Listener for All." And 

more importantly, declare a place for herself in the world and find the friend 

she's longed for"--.

F CHE Destruction of the Overworld : an unofficial Minecraft adventure.
The Ender Dragon, infected by the Herobrine virus, has escaped into the 

Overworld! Gameknight999 and his father, Monkeypants271, traveled all the 

way to The End and banished the evil virus Herobrine to the only place they 

knew nothing could survive: the Void. They thought they had finally 

destroyed the enemy . . . But through the Void, Herobrine’s viral lines of 

code were able to spread all throughout The End, infecting the horrible Ender 

Dragon. After gaining the teleportation powers of the endermen, the dragon 

escaped out into the Overworld! Terrorizing Minecraft, the dragon’s evil 

presence is now transforming the lush and beautiful land into the dark and 

desolate world of The End. It will be up to Gameknight999, his dad, and their 

NPC friends to defeat the dragon without releasing Herobrine, while at the 

same time battling a massive army led by Feyd, the king of the endermen, 

and Xa-Tul, the zombie king. With everything on the line, Gameknight must 
use every bit of skill and bravery to save the entire Overworld from 

destruction.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 3: Rise of the Red Ninjas.
My name is Chase Cooper, and this is my third diary as a 6th grade ninja. 

Another month has passed since my last entry and things have been pretty 

quiet up until now. It all started when some kid stole my book bag. The 

mudslide of disaster that followed has made this the worst week of my life. 

From being number one on Buchanan School's most wanted list to the 
discovery of the red ninja clan, I can't seem to catch a break! But as much 

as I want to give in, I know that ninjas never quit... unfortunately, neither 

do their enemies.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 4: a game of chase.
My name is Chase Cooper, and this is my fourth diary as a 6th grade ninja. A 

few weeks have breezed by since my last entry, but things don't stay quiet 

at my school for long. The science fair is coming up, and everyone's been 

working crazy hard to get their projects finished on time. But at the 

beginning of the week, projects started disappearing only to be found later 

completely destroyed. Did I mention the anonymous invitation I got that 

sent me on a messed up treasure hunt in search of the missing projects? 

Yeah, that happened too. Now the fate of the science fair rests in my hands 

as I try to stay one step ahead of the culprit in the most bizarre week of my 

life.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 5: terror at the talent show.

My name is Chase Cooper, and this is my fifth diary as a 6th grade ninja. 

The best part about my new ninja lifestyle is that there's never a dull 
moment... unfortunately, that's the worst part about it too. There's a big 

talent show on Friday (who my cousin, Zoe, is in charge of) and everything 

seemed cool until someone set a wild animal loose and trashed part of the 

stage during rehearsal. The good news is the stage can be fixed before the 

show - the bad news is the kid who damaged it is still on the loose and is 

expected to strike again. As if that wasn't enough, I've also got to deal with 

some new ninjas, an ugly moose costume, and a missing bird. So yeah, my 
week's pretty booked. Now I'm racing against the clock in what's proving to 

be one of my most challenging tasks yet.
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F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 6: Buchanan Bandits.

Chase Cooper here, and this is my sixth diary as a 6th grade ninja. As 

always, there's trouble brewing in the halls of Buchanan School. A bandit is 

on the loose who's stealing from innocent students, and as each day passes, 

the bandit's reach grows even further. As if the situation wasn't bonkers 

enough, help has come in the unlikeliest of places - Wyatt. But I have sick 
feeling in my stomach about the whole mystery, like something far worse is 

going on than anybody realizes. If I had known this was going to blow the lid 

off the craziest scheme this school has ever seen, then I might've stayed 

home in bed... Nah, who am I kidding? Staying out of trouble isn't exactly 

something I'm good at doing. Buckle up, kiddos, because this is going to be 

one heck of a bumpy ride.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 7: Scavengers.
Chase Cooper back with my seventh diary as a 6th grade ninja. Buchanan 

School is holding an election for a new president and my cousin, Zoe, is in 

the running. In the midst of helping her prep, a group of students calling 

themselves The Scavengers invited me to join their club. Of course I didn't 
join, but telling them "no" was the clap that started the avalanche. Now the 

Scavengers are out to destroy my life, and they're winning. The entire school 

hates me, my friends want nothing to do with me, and a reporter is 
determined to expose my secret ninja clan to the school. Worst. Week. Ever. 

But that's not even close to as bad as what The Scavengers have planned for 

their finishing move. All the chaos I've been through at Buchanan School has 

been nothing compared to this.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 8: Spirit Week Shenanigans.
The name's Chase Cooper, and this is my eighth diary as a 6th grade ninja. 

After having the worst week of my life, you'd think I'd try to relax and 

maybe stay out of the limelight, right? Nope! Zoe has me in front of the 

entire school playing in the Spirit Week Competition that she's set up as the 

new president of Buchanan. The problem is that Wyatt's playing too, and if 

he wins, his red ninjas will become stronger than ever before. I've been 
recruited to keep that from happening, and all I have to do is outlast him, 

but no matter how hard I play, he keeps on winning. I guess despite all his 

evilness, the kid has mad game. Oh, and did I mention the Scavengers want 

revenge? Ah, yup. It's true what they say - the toilet bowl goes deeper than 

anyone realizes, and I'm the only one that can get to the bottom of it... 

that's a saying, right? ...if it is, then that's way gross.

F EME Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 9: The Scavengers Strike 
Back.

Chase Cooper here, and this is my ninth diary as a 6th grade ninja. The 

Scavengers are back, and if you've followed my story up until now, then 
you'll know it's not all gumdrops and lollipops over here. If it were just The 

Scavengers, I might've been all about the challenge, but this time they've 
brought their leader - an eighth grader named Victor. He's everything that 

Wyatt is, only a bajillion times worse. Victor won't rest until he takes away 

the most important thing in my life, and guess what? He's doing a bang up 

job of it. As if that wasn't enough, let's also toss in the fact that my best 

friends are getting framed for the destruction of the new Buchanan statue! 

Time's running out, and now I have to finish what The Scavengers started a 

couple weeks back, but as cray cray as they are, I'm freaked that this could 
actually mean the end of my rockin' ninja lifestyle.

F EME
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Emerson, Marcus, author. Diary of a 6th grade ninja 10: My Worst Frenemy.

The name's Chase Cooper, and this is my tenth diary as a 6th grade ninja. If 

I had a penny for every time trouble came knocking at my door... I'd have 

ten pennies. A few days have passed since the green ninja clan appeared, 

but that's more than enough time for them to give me a headache. It doesn't 

help that my attention is stretched between a crazy robotics competition, an 

annoying pirate poser, and the ex-leader of the red ninja clan. Somehow 
Wyatt and I have found ourselves on the same side of the fence this time, 

but we've made a deal - if I help him get his ninja clan back then he'll leave 

me alone forever. Now Wyatt and I are on a mission to figure out who the 

leaders of the new ninja clans are, but working with Wyatt definitely isn't 

easy. Whoever said "keep your friends close, but keep your enemies closer" 

obviously never met Wyatt.

F KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a Wimpy Kid : Cabin Fever. New York : Amulet Books, 
2011.

Greg, stuck indoors with his family over the holiday because of a blizzard, 

suffers from claustrophobia and worries they will not be able to weather the 

storm.

F KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a wimpy kid : dog days. New York : Amulet Books, 2009.
Greg Heffley recounts his daily experiences during summer vacation as he 

tries to live out his ultimate fantasy of spending the days indoors playing 

video games with no responsibilities and no rules, despite his mother's 

attempts to pack the summer with outdoor activities and family fun.

F KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a Wimpy Kid : Greg Heffley's Journal. New York : Amulet 
Books, 2007.

Greg records his sixth grade experiences in a middle school where he and his 

best friend, Rowley, undersized weaklings amid boys who need to shave 

twice daily, hope just to survive, but when Rowley grows more popular, Greg 

must take drastic measures to save their friendship.

F KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a wimpy kid : old school. New York : Amulet Books, 2015.
"Life was better in the old days. Or was it? That's the question Greg Heffley 

is asking as his town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free. But 

modern life has its conveniences, and Greg isn't cut out for an old-fashioned 

world. With tension building inside and outside the Heffley home, will Greg 

find a way to survive?"--Provided by publisher.

F KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a wimpy kid : Rodrick rules. New York : Amulet Books, 
2008.
Greg Heffley tells about his summer vacation and his attempts to steer clear 

of trouble when he returns to middle school and tries to keep his older 

brother, Rodrick, from telling everyone about Greg's most humiliating 

experience of the summer.

F-P KIN Kinney, Jeff. Diary of a Wimpy Kid : the ugly truth. New York : Amulet Books, 

2010.

F GRA Grabenstein, Chris. Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's library. First edition.

"Twelve-year-old Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new town library, 

designed by his hero (the famous gamemaker Luigi Lemoncello), with other 
students but finds that come morning he must work with friends to solve 

puzzles in order to escape"--Provided by publisher.
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F STO Stone, Tamara Ireland. Every last word. First edition.

"Consumed by a stream of dark thoughts and worries that she can't turn off, 

a girl coping with Purely-Obsessional OCD learns to accept herself and take 

control of her life through her experiences in poetry club"--.

F-G SHA Shand, Pat. Family Pets. Silver Dragon Books, 2015.

Thomasina, 16, has lived with her grandmother, aunt, uncle, and cousins 

ever since her own parents were killed in a freak car accident when she was 

five. The teen tries to understand why her life has been one of misfortune. 

Pretty much a loner, Thomasina's only solace is being in her school band. 

Her life changes quickly, however, when French horn player Smitty 

inadvertently casts a spell on Thomasina's family, changing them into 

animals and her pet snake into a human. To save them, Thomasina is driven 

into a portal to another world. She soon enters a dreamscape that threatens 

to keep her forever asleep and dreaming.

F LUP Mike Lupica. Fantasy League. New York : Philomel Books, 2014.

F-G BOS Sam Bosma. FANTASY SPORTS. London : Nobrow Ltd, 2015.

In Sam Bosma's debut graphic novel, a young explorer and her musclebound 
friend go treasure hunting in a mummy's tomb—but if they want to get rich, 

they're going to have to best the mummy in a game of hoops! Can they trust 

their bandaged adversary to play by the rules? Or will they be stuck in the 

tomb . . . forever? A fast-paced sports adventure graphic novel in the vein of 

1960's manga, Mike Mignola, and Raiders of the Lost Ark, Fantasy Ball is 

poised to be Nobrow's first breakout adventure comic for the indie and YA 

scene.

DVD F FOX Green, John, 1977-. The fault in our stars. 1st ed. New York : Dutton Books, 
2012.

Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has accepted her 

terminal diagnosis until a chance meeting with a boy at cancer support group 

forces her to reexamine her perspective on love, loss, and life.

F STI R.L. Stine 2014. Fear Street: Super Thriller : Party Games & Don't Stay Up Late. 
New York : Thomas Dunn Books, 2014.

599 MUR Murie, Olaus Johan, 1889-1963. A field guide to animal tracks. 3rd ed. Boston : 

Houghton Mifflin Company, 2005.

031 GUI Rob Zwetsloot. Game On 2016. New York : Scholastic, 2015.

F RIV Rivers, Phoebe. Ghost town. 1st ed. New York : Simon Spotlight, c2012.

"Sara Collins is a normal twelve-year-old girl with an abnormal secret: She is 
psychic. She's had her abilities for as long as she can remember, but she 

doesn't like to talk about them. She hopes that if she ignores them, they 
might go away. Sara wants nothing more than to have a normal life, and to 

her, "normal" doesn't include anything paranormal. But Sara's life is about to 

be turned upside down, because she's moving across the country with her 

dad to an old shore town in New Jersey. A shore town with a lot of 
history...and more than its fair share of ghosts roaming around. As Sara tries 

to settle into her new home, she discovers that for the first time, the ghosts 

around her can communicate with her. One ghost in particular desperately 
needs something from her and won't leave her alone. Sara wants to help, 
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but she's scared. Can Sara put her fear aside and help the spirit? Will doing 

so put her in jeopardy?"--P. [4] of cover.

F DAN Daneshvari, Gitty. Ghoulfriends forever. 1st ed. New York : Little, Brown, 2012.

Rochelle Goyle, Venus McFlytrap, and Rebecca Steam become fast friends 

when they meet on their first day at Monster High, and, when the three 
discover an evil plot against Monster High, they have to work together to 

save the school.

F MLY Mlynowski, Sarah. Gimme a call. 1st ed. New York : Delacorte Press, 2010.
After accidentally dropping her cell phone into a fountain at the mall, 

fourteen-year-old Devi Banks starts to get phone calls--and an earful of 

advice on how to live her life to avoid making disastrous choices--from her 

seventeen-year-old self.

F-G IDW Godzilla Legends. San Diego, CA : IDW publishing, 2015.

F HAY Hay, Sam. Goldfish from beyond the grave.

Fizz, an undead goldfish that was flushed down the toilet, pesters Joe into 

helping him discover who his killer was before any of his fellow fish meet a 
similar fate.

F WIL Williams-Garcia, Rita, author. Gone crazy in Alabama. First edition.

"Delphine, Vonetta, and Fern are off to Alabama to visit their grandmother, 

Big Ma, and her mother, Ma Charles. Across the way lives Ma Charles's half 

sister, Miss Trotter. The two half sisters haven't spoken in years. As Delphine 
hears about her family history, she uncovers the surprising truth that's been 

keeping the sisters apart. But when tragedy strikes, Delphine discovers that 

the bonds of family run deeper than she ever knew possible" --.

F SEA Donny Bailey Seagraves. Gone From These Woods. New York : Ransom House 
Children's Books, 2009.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. The Gossip File.

Rachel Lee has looked forward to relaxing for two weeks at a Florida resort 

with her father, but when his girlfriend asks her to help in a cafe, Rachel 

adopts a "cool" new persona, Ava, to fit in with her older co-workers, until 

they ask her to help with their Gossip File.

F MOR Morrison, Megan, 1976- author. Grounded : the adventures of Rapunzel. First 

edition, May 2015.

Rapunzel believes she is the luckiest person in Tyme, because Witch tells her 
so, but when Jack climbs into her tower to steal an enchanted rose, he hints 

that Witch is not telling the whole truth and Rapunzel, driven by her anger 

and fear, descends to the ground for the first time.

F-G MAR Pilgrim, Will Corona, author. Guardians of the Galaxy.

031 GUI Guinness World Records Limited. Guinness World Records 2016. 1st. London : 
Guinness World Records, 2015.

F CAS Cass, Kiera. Happily ever after. 1st edition.
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F-P ROW Rowling, J. K. Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone. 1st American ed. New York : 

A.A. Levine Books, 1998.

Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a young boy 

with a great destiny proves his worth while attending Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry.

SC LAN Masters, M. Hawkeye Collins & Amy Adams in the secret of the long lost cousin & 
other mysteries. Deephaven, MN : Meadowbrook Press, c1983.

The reader is asked to help two twelve-year-old sleuths, "Hawkeye Collins" 

and Amy Adams, solve eight mysteries using Hawkeye's sketches of 

important clues.

F CAS Cass, Kiera, author. The heir. First edition.

Twenty years ago, America Singer entered the Selection and won Prince 

Maxon's heart. Now the time has come for Princess Eadlyn to hold a 

Selection of her own. Eadlyn doesn't expect her Selection to be anything like 

her parents' fairy-tale love story ... but as the competition begins, she may 

discover that finding her own happily ever after isn't as impossible as she's 
always thought.

921 YOU Yousafzai, Malala, 1997-. I am Malala : the story of the girl who stood up for 
education and was shot by the Taliban. 1st ed. New York : Little, Brown and 

Co., 2013.

Malala Yousafzai's describes her fight for education for girls under Taliban 

rule, the support she received from her parents to pursue an education, and 

how the Taliban retaliated against her by trying to kill her.

F STR Jeff Strand. I Have a Bad Feeling About This. New York : Scholastic, 2014.

F COO Cooper, Rose (Barbara Rose), 1978-. I text dead people. First edition.

"As if living in a creepy house on cemetery grounds weren't horrible enough, 

fourteen-year-old Annabelle accidentally becomes a guide that bridges the 
gap between the living and the dead with her cell phone. Which means she is 

pestered by the deceased 24/7. And until she helps them with their absurd 

unresolved issues and ridiculous requests, no one will be able to rest in 

peace"--.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. I'm with Cupid.
"When thirteen-year-olds Marcus, a supernatural matchmaker, and Lena 

Perris, a soul collector, kiss at a party on a dare, they soon realize their 
powers have swapped. Now logical-minded Lena finds herself with the love 

touch, and ultra-emotional Marcus has death at his fingertips--and setting 

things right has become a matter of love and death"--.

F ROT Roth, Veronica. Insurgent. 1st ed. New York : Katherine Tegen Books, c2012.

Tris Prior survives the Erudite simulation attacks that occur during the time 

she expected to be celebrating her achievement of being ranked first among 

the initiate class of her chosen faction, Dauntless. Even though the Dauntless 

have been freed from Erudite mind control, a war develops and secrets 
emerge.

F SPR Spradlin, Michael P., author. Into the killing seas.

In 1945 twelve-year-old Patrick and his younger brother Teddy stowaway on 

the U.S.S. Indianapolis in a desparate attempt to get back to the Philippines 
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where they last saw their parents, just before the Japanese invasion--but 

when the ship is sunk they find themselves clinging to a piece of debris 

without food or water, and with hungry sharks circling below.

F LAN Landers, Melissa. Invaded : an Alienated novel. First edition.

Cara and Aelyx maintain their extremely long-distance relationship, with 
Cara continuing as an exchange student and becoming human representative 

to a panel preparing for a human colony on L'eihr and Aelyx working on a 

campaign to improve human-L'eihr relations, which soon makes him a target 

of extremists.

F MCM McMann, Lisa, author. Island of Graves. First Adaddin hardcover edition.
The battles continue for young mage Alex and his friends as they search for 

Alex's abducted evil brother Aaron.

F ODE O'Dell, Scott. Island of the Blue Dolphins. New York : Yearling, [1987], c1960.

Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl who lived alone for 

eighteen years on an isolated island off the California coast when her tribe 
emigrated and she was left behind.

F DEL De la Cruz, Melissa, 1971-. The Isle of the Lost : a descendants novel. First 
edition.

Imprisoned on the Isle of the Lost, the teenaged children of Disney's most 

evil villains search for a dragon's eye--the key to true darkness and the 

villains' only hope of escape.

F PAT Patterson, James, 1947- author. Just my rotten luck. First edition.
Rafe Khatchadorian's new year at middle school is starting to look 

depressingly like the old one, except that art class is going well--and when 

he joins the flag-football team and demonstrates some talent as a running-

back, he discovers a way of dealing with his bullying nemesis and teammate, 

Miller the Killer.

F CHA Chainani, Soman. The last ever after. 1st edition.

F HOS Hosler, Jay (Jay S.), author, illustrator. The last of the sandwalkers. First edition.

When field scientist Lucy defies the law of her safe but authoritarian home on 

an oasis by leading a team of researchers into the desert to learn about the 
greater world, what she finds will change everything, beginning with the 
knowledge that beetles are not the only living creatures.

F CHE Last Stand on the on the Ocean Shore : an unofficial Minecraft adventure.
The final battle to defeat Herobrine will take Gameknight999 over land and 

under water! Herobrine is rallying all the monsters of Minecraft to one server 

in hopes of eliminating Gameknight999 and his friends once and for all. They 

destroy every village they find, threatening to continue until the User-that-

is-not-a-user surrenders. Gameknight has just two.

F DUR Durango, Julia, 1967-. The leveller. First edition.

"Nixy Bauer, a sixteen-year-old self-made video-game bounty hunter, gets in 
over her head when she attempts to rescue a game developer's son from a 

virtual trap"--.
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F RIG Riggs, Ransom, author. Library of souls.

Time is running out for the Peculiar Children. With a dangerous madman on 

the loose and their beloved Miss Peregrine still in danger, Jacob Portman and 

Emma Bloom are forced to stage the most daring of rescue missions. They'll 

travel through a war-torn landscape, meet new allies, and face greater 

dangers than ever. Will Jacob come into his own as the hero his fellow 

Peculiars know him to be? (Features more than 50 all-new Peculiar 
photographs.).

F PAT Patterson, James, 1947-. Lights out. First edition.
"Daniel X is finally ready to take on the universe's most evil alien outlaw that 

killed his parents years ago, but he will need all his friends--and 

superpowers--to make it out alive"--.

F WIE Wiechman, Kathy Cannon, author. Like a river : a Civil War novel. First edition.
Leander and Polly are two teenage Union soldiers who carry deep, dangerous 

secrets. Leander is underage when he enlists and Polly follows her father into 

war disguised as his son. The war proves life changing for both as they 
survive incredible odds. Leander struggles to be accepted as a man and loses 

his arm as a consequence. Polly mourns the death of her father, endures 

Andersonville Prison, and narrowly escapes the Sultana steamboat disaster. 
As the lives of these young, brave soldiers intersect, each finds a wealth of 

courage and learns about the importance of loyalty, family, and love. Like a 

River is a lyrical atmospheric first novel told in two voices. Readers will be 

transported to the homes, waterways, camps, hospitals, and prisons of the 

Civil-War era. They will also see themselves in the universal themes of 

dealing with parents, friendships, bullying, failure, and young love.

709.2 KRU Krull, Kathleen. Lives of the artists : masterpieces, messes (and what the 
neighbors thought). 1st ed. San Diego : Harcourt Brace, c1995.

What causes tickling? : Leonardo da Vinci -- Candles on his head : 

Michelangelo Buonarroti -- The uninvited guest : Peter Bruegel -- She 

introduced laughter : Sofonisba Anguissola -- From riches to rags : 
Rembrandt van Rijn -- Old man mad about drawing : Katsushika Hokusai -- 

Riding a tall horse : Mary Cassatt -- Risking his life for art : Vincent van 

Gogh -- Mountain climber, mother, and model : Käthe Kollwitz -- King of the 

wild beasts : Henri Matisse -- At the bullfights : Pablo Picasso -- Clowning 

around : Marc Chagall -- The art of chess : Marcel Duchamp -- Skulls and 
flowers : Georgia O'Keefe -- Handstands on the beach : William H. Johnson 

-- How to shock the world every twenty-four hours : Salvador Dali -- A tiger 

on the stairway : Isamu Noguchi -- Frog-face and the walking flower : Diego 

Rivera and Frida Kahlo -- Eating the entire birthday cake : Andy Warhol. A 
collection of short biographical sketches of famous artists emphasizing their 

unique personalities and the impressions they made on the people who knew 
them.

975.6 FRI Fritz, Jean. The Lost Colony of Roanoke. New York : G.P. Putnam's Sons, c2004.
Describes the English colony of Roanoke, which was founded in 1585, and 

discusses the mystery of its disappearance.

F GRA Graff, Lisa. Lost In the Sun. New York : Philomel Books, 2015.

F-G SAN Santopolo, Jill. Love on the lifts.

"Pick your path to find the perfect guy in this personalized romance set on 
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the ski slopes. The reader's in the driver's seat-creating her own path 

through the narrative and ending with one of eleven different guys"--.

F-G STE Stevenson, Noelle, author, creator. Lumberjanes.

"Friendship to the max! At Miss Quinzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle 

Crumpet's camp for hardcore lady-types, things are not what they seem. 
Three-eyed foxes. Secret caves. Anagrams. Luckily, Jo, April, Mal, Molly and 

Ripley are five rad, butt-kicking best pals determined to have an awesome 

summer together-- and they're not gonna let a magical quest or an array of 

supernatural critters get in their way!" --.

F HIR Hirsch, Jeff. Magisterium. 1st ed. New York, N.Y. : Scholastic Press, 2012.
In the twenty-second century, Glennora Morgan's father has been working 

on a project that will allow him to penetrate the Rift border and retrieve 

Glennora's mother; but now that he has succeeded the Authority is suddenly 

trying to kill them both, and Glennora and her friend Kevin must flee into the 

Magisterium to escape them.

F PAT Patterson, James, 1947-. Maximum Ride forever. First edition.
"Maximum Ride and her broken flock roam a postapocalyptic world, 

searching for answers to what happened"--.

F-G PAT Patterson, James. Maximum Ride : [the manga. 1st Yen Press ed. New York : Yen 
Press, 2009.

Max and her flock escape the school after recovering Angel, who shares what 

she has learned about their true identities, but Erasers follow them to New 

York, where Max ponders her destiny.

F-G PAT Lee, NaRae. Maximum Ride : the manga. 1st Yen Press ed. New York, NY : Yen 
Press, 2013.

Joining a scientific expedition gives Max and the flock a perfect opportunity 

to distance themselves from the heated debate over their future, but 
frostbite isn't the only danger in the Antarctic! A powerful figure in the 

underworld has promised the super-human kids to the highest bidder—and 

he has the robotic army to ensure the goods are delivered!.

F-G DAS Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials : Official Graphic Novel Prelude. Scholastic 

Edition. Los Angeles, CA : BOOM! Studios, 2015.

F COR Cornwell, Betsy, author. Mechanica.

"A retelling of Cinderella about an indomitable inventor-mechanic who finds 

her prince but realizes she doesn't want a fairy tale happy ending after all"--.

F RIG Riggs, Ransom. Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. Philadelphia : Quirk 

Books, c2011.

Sixteen-year-old Jacob, having traveled to a remote island after a family 

tragedy, discovers an abandoned orphanage, and, after some investigating, 

he learns the children who lived there may have been dangerous and 
quarantined and may also still be alive.

921 DAV Davis, Mo'Ne. Mo'Ne Davis : Remember My Name: My Story From First Pitch to 

Game Changer. New York : Harper, 2015.
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F-P FLA Flake, Sharon. Money hungry. Pbk. ed. New York : Jump at the Sun/Hyperion 

Paperbacks For Children, 2007, c2001.

All thirteen-year-old Raspberry can think of is making money so that she and 

her mother never have to worry about living on the streets again.

F HAY Hayes, Christine, 1972- author. Mothman's curse. First edition.
"When Josie and her brother Fox discover the truth behind the legend of the 

Mothman, they must stop a disaster in order to break the curse that has 

been afflicting their town"--.

F-G MAR Wilson, G. Willow, 1982- author. Ms. Marvel.

"Kamala Khan is an ordinary girl from Jersey City -- until she's suddenly 

empowered with extraordinary gifts. But who truly is the new Ms. Marvel? 

Teenager? Muslim? Inhuman? Find out as she takes the Marvel Universe by 

storm! When Kamala discovers the dangers of her newfound powers, she 

unlocks a secret behind them, as well. Is Kamala ready to wield these 

immense new gifts? Or will the weight of the legacy before her be too much 

to bear? Kamala has no idea, either. But she's comin' for you, New York!"--.

F-G MAR Wilson, G. Willow, 1982- author. Ms. Marvel.

Who is the Inventor, and what does he want with the all-new Ms. Marvel and 
all her friends? Maybe Wolverine can help! If Kamala can stop fan-girling out 

about meeting her favorite super hero, that is. Then, Kamala crosses paths 

with Inhumanity--by meeting the royal dog, Lockjaw! But why is Lockjaw 

really with Kamala? As Ms. Marvel discovers more about her past, the 

Inventor continues to threaten her future. Kamala bands together with some 

unlikely heroes to stop the maniacal villain before he does real damage, but 
has she taken on more than she can handle? And how much longer can Ms. 

Marvel's life take over Kamala Khan's? Kamala Khan continues to prove why 

she's the best (and most adorable) new super hero there is! -- Page [4] of 

cover.

F-G MAR Ms. Marvel.

F MOR Morris, Willie. My dog Skip. 1st Vintage Books ed. New York : Vintage Books, 
1996, c1995.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. My epic fairy tale fail.
After finally accepting her life of magic and mayhem as savior of fairy tale 

kingdoms, Jenny's new mission takes her to the Land of Tales to defeat an 
evil witch and complete three Impossible Tasks.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. My sort of fairy tale ending.
Jenny's search for her parents leads her to Fairy Land, a rundown 

amusement park filled with creepily happy fairies and disgruntled 

leprechauns.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. My very unfairy tale life. Naperville, Ill. : Sourcebooks 
Jabberwocky, c2011.

Jenny, a professional adventurer, would prefer spending time with her 

friends over helping magical kingdoms around the universe, but soon she is 
given the choice to return to her normal life or go into a battle she doesn't 

think she can win.
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975.6 NIZ Niz, Xavier. The mystery of the Roanoke Colony. Mankato, Minn. : Capstone 
Press, c2007.
A graphic novel that explores the mystery surrounding the lost colony of 
Roanoke, a settlement established in Virginia in 1585 whose people 
disappeared while awaiting supplies from England.

292.1 EVA Evans, Hestia. Mythology : the gods, heroes, and monsters of ancient Greece. 1st 
U.S. ed. Cambridge, Mass. : Candlewick Press, 2007.
Introduces Greek mythology, exploring the creation of the gods, the origins 
of humankind, the war against Troy, and monsters and beasts and providing 
information on Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, and other gods and goddesses, and 
features pop-ups and other interactive features.

796.32 OTH Birle, Pete. New York Knicks. La Jolla, CA : MVP Books, c2013.
Repeat "three-peat" -- The early years -- More than Michael -- Defense plus 
an "Air" attack -- A new emphasis on "D". Go behind the scenes of the 
Chicago Bulls and see the magic of Michael Jordan, Phil Jackson, and the 
team's six championships.

332.024 CHA Chatzky, Jean Sherman, 1964-. Not your parents' money book : making, saving, 
and spending your own money. New York : Simon & Schuster Books for 
Young Readers, c2010.
1. The Economy and You -- 2. You and Your Money -- 3. Earning Money -- 4. 
Spending Money -- 5. Spending Less Than You Make -- 6. Where Should 
Your Money Live? -- 7. Smart Spending -- 8. Making Your Money Crow -- 9. 
Why Does Money Make People So Crazy? -- Appendix A. A Short History of 
Money -- Appendix B. How Money is Made. Jean Chatzky offers advice to 
middle schoolers about their personal finances, describing ways to make, 
save, and spend money responsibly.

F BAC Bach, Shelby. Of giants and ice. 1st ed. New York : Simon & Schuster Books for 
Young Readers, c2012.
Eleven-year-old Rory, daughter of a famous actress and a famous movie 
director, finds herself becoming a celebrity in her own right as she helps 
create a new fairy tale as a participant in the after school program, Ever 
After School.

F BAC Bach, Shelby. Of witches and wind. First edition.
"Rory Landon continues to attend Ever After School and participates in 
another Fairy Tale"--.

F KIN Jeff Kinney. Old School. New York : Amulet Books, 2015.

546.8 DIN Dingle, Adrian. The periodic table : elements with style. 1st ed. Boston : 
Kingfisher, c2007.
Combines science and art to create a simple way for students to learn the 
periodic table.

F BAR Barry, Dave. Peter and the shadow thieves. Disney ed./Hyperion Paperbacks for 
Children trade pbk. New York : Hyperion Books for Children, 2007, c2006.
Peter must visit London to help his friend Molly and her family of 
starcatchers locate the missing starstuff, leaving the boys on Mollusk Island 
at the mercy of Hook.
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F BAR Barry, Dave. Peter and the Sword of Mercy. 1st ed. New York : Disney/Hyperion 
Books, c2009.
James, one of Peter's original Lost Boys, is now working for Scotland Yard 
and suspects that the heir to England's throne, Prince Albert Edward, is 
under the influence of shadow creatures who are after starstuff hidden in an 
underground vault which has only one key: the Sword of Mercy. Molly is 
determined to help, but when she suddenly goes missing, it's up to her 
eleven-year-old daughter, Wendy, to keep the starstuff out of the creatures' 
clutches ... and Peter Pan may be her only hope in saving the world from a 
shadowy doom.

F-G BRO Brown, Jeffrey, 1975- author, illustrator. The phantom bully.
It's hard to believe this is Roan's last year at Jedi Academy. He's been busier 
than ever learning to fly (and wash) starships, swimming in the Lake 
Country on Naboo, studying for the Jedi obstacle course exam, and tracking 
down dozens of vorpak clones--don't ask. But now, someone is setting him 
up to get in trouble with everyone at school, including Yoda. If he doesn't 
find out who it is, and fast, he may get kicked out of school! Why can't 
middle school just be easy.

F COD Cody, Matthew. Powerless. 1st ed. New York : Knopf, c2009.
Soon after moving to Noble's Green, Pennsylvania, twelve-year-old Daniel 
learns that his new friends have super powers that they will lose when they 
turn thirteen, unless he can use his brain power to protect them.

F HAN Han, Jenny. P.S. I still love you. First edition.
"Lara Jean didn't expect to really fall for Peter. She and Peter were just 
pretending. Except suddenly they weren't. Now Lara Jean is more confused 
than ever. When another boy from her past returns to her life, Lara Jean's 
feelings for him return too. Can a girl be in love with two boys at once?"--.

F PAT Patterson, James, 1947- author. Public School Superhero. First edition.
"In Kenny Wright's active imagination he's a world famous superhero, but in 
the real world he's a sixth grade "Grandma's Boy" whose struggles to fit in at 
his Washington D.C. inner city school will put his grades and family loyalty to 
the test"--.

F DES A. Destiny and Catherine Hapka. Puppy Love. New York : Scholastic, 2014.

793.93 MIL Miller, Megan. REDSTONE: HACKS FOR MINECRAFTERS : The unofficial guide to 
tips and tricks that other guides won't teach you. New York : Sky Pony Press, 
2014.
The unofficial guide to tips and tricks that other guides won't teach you.

F JIN Jinks, Catherine. The reformed vampire support group. Boston : Graphia, c2009.
Fifteen-year-old vampire Nina has been stuck for fifty-one years in a boring 
support group for vampires, and nothing exciting has ever happened to 
them--until one of them is murdered and the others must try to solve the 
crime.

F ABD Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem, 1947-. Sasquatch in the paint. 1st ed. New York : Disney-
Hyperion Books, [2013].
Eighth-grader Theo Rollins' growth spurt has Coach Mandrake trying to 
transform him into a basketball star, but training time is hurting the science 
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club's chances of winning the "Aca-lympics," and being accused of stealing 
could mean Theo is off both teams.

F CHE Saving Crafter : an unofficial Minecraft adventure.
Gameknight999’s best friend in Minecraft is dying, and only the User-that-is-
not-a-user can save him! Herobrine, the artificially intelligent virus intent on 
escaping Minecraft and infecting the Internet with his evil, was captured 
after an epic showdown on the shores of Minecraft. Gameknight999, having 
trapped the virus in an unlikely prison, saved the lives of his friends in the 
game and was finally able to return to the physical world.

031 SCH Morse, Jenifer Corr, author. Scholastic 2015 book of world records.
Science & technology -- Money -- Pop culture -- Nature -- Us -- Sports. 
Names approximately three hundred world records in such categories as 
sports, nature, and technology, and includes over six hundred color photos 
and graphics.

F CHA Chainani, Soman, author. The school for good and evil. First Edition.
Best friends Sophie (princess wannabe) and Agatha (witchy loner) are 
headed (via kidnapping) to the School for Good and Evil, but their assumed 
destinies are reversed.

F DAN Daneshvari, Gitty. School of Fear. 1st ed. New York : Little, Brown, 2009.
Twelve-year-olds Madeleine, Theo, and Lulu, and thirteen-year-old Garrison, 
are sent to a remote Massachusetts school to overcome their phobias, but 
tragedy strikes and the quartet must work together--with no adult 
assistance--to face their fears.

F DAN Daneshvari, Gitty. School of fear : class is not dismissed! 1st ed. New York : 
Little, Brown and Company, c2010.
Thirteen-year-olds Madeleine, Theo, and Lulu, fourteen-year-old Garrison, 
and ten-year-old new "contestant" Hyacinth, must face their phobias and 
join forces to learn who is stealing wigs and pageant trophies from the 
School of Fear.

F DAN Daneshvari, Gitty. The School of Fear: The Final Exam. 1st ed. New York : Little, 
Brown, 2011.
When a reporter plans an exposé that could shut down the School of Fear, 
Garrison, Lulu, Madeleine, Theo and Hyacinth seek help from Bishop 
Basmati, head of the nearby Contrary Conservatory, whose hyperactive, 
fearless, and extremely impulsive students soon overrun the School of 
Fearians.

F DAS Dashner, James, 1972- author. The Scorch Trials. Movie tie-in edition.
After surviving horrific conditions in the Maze, Thomas is entrapped, along 
with nineteen other boys, in phase two of WICKED's experiment designed to 
observe their responses and gather data believed to be essential for the 
survival of the human race.

F TRA Tracy, Kristen, 1972-. Sharks & boys. 1st ed. New York : Hyperion, c2011.
Feeling betrayed, fifteen-year-old Enid follows her boyfriend, Wick, from 
Vermont to Maryland where he and six others they know from twin studies 
rent a yacht, but after she sneaks aboard a storm sets them adrift without 
food or water, fighting for survival.
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F-G TEL Telgemeier, Raina, author, illustrator. Sisters. First edition.
Three weeks. Two sisters. One car. A true story.

F STI Stine, R. L. Slappy's tales of horror. 1st edition.
Slappy, the evil talking dummy, introduces four terrifying tales from the 
master of horror, RL Stine.

F SPI Schrefer, Eliot. Spirit animals : fall of the beasts #1: immortal guardians.

791.43 Adam Bray, Kerrie Dougherty, Cole Horton and Michael Kogge. Star Wars: 
Absolutely Everything You Need to Know. New York, NY : Dk Publishing, 
2015.
An encyclopedia of all things Star Wars. This edition contains all the people 
and places one encounters in the Star Wars movies.

F ABD Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem and Obstfeld, Raymond. Stealing the Game. New York : 
Disney-Hyperion, 2015.

F SAN Santopolo, Jill. Summer love.
"A unique romance novel whereby readers are prompted to choose how to 
proceed with the plot, leading them to one of eleven different love interests 
and thirteen possible endings"--.

F HOL Holm, Jennifer L., artist, author. Sunny side up. First edition.

F HAR Harrington, Karen, 1967-. Sure signs of crazy. First edition.
Twelve-year-old Sarah writes letters to her hero, To Kill a Mockingbird's 
Atticus Finch, for help understanding her mentally ill mother, her first real 
crush, and life in her small Texas town, all in the course of one momentous 
summer.

F WHI White, Jen. Survival strategies of the almost brave. First edition.
Soon after their mother's sudden death in San Diego, Liberty, twelve, and 
Billie, eight, are abandoned at an Arizona gas station by the father they 
barely know and Liberty must find a way to keep them together and safe 
until either Dad returns or they can contact Julie, their mother's best friend.

F RIO Riordan, Rick. The Sword Of Summer. First edition.
Magnus Chase, a homeless boy living in Boston, finds out he is the son of a 
Norse god.

F MUL Mullen, Diane C., author. Tagged.
When Liam, a fourteen-year-old graffiti artist, can't keep his grades up and is 
threatened by a local gang in the projects of Minneapolis, his mother sends 
him to Lake Michigan for the summer.

F RUS Russell, Rachel Renee, author. Tales From a Not-So-Dorky Drama Queen. First 
Aladdin hardcover edition. New York : Aladdin, 2015.
Nikki's diary is up to the month of April, and springtime is sure to bring more 
wacky adventures with Nikki and her friends Chloe, Zoey, and Brandon!.

F RUS
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Russell, Rachel Renee, author. Tales From a Not-So-Perfect-Pet-Sitter. New 
York : Scholastic, 2015.
Nikki and her friends Brandon, Chloe, and Zoey are teamed up on an 
important mission in the tenth book in the #1 New York Times bestselling 
Dork Diaries series. Nikki has to hide seven ADORKABLE puppies from two 
parents, one nosy little sister, an entire middle school, and…one mean girl 
out for revenge, Mackenzie Hollister. If anyone can do it, it’s Nikki…but not 
without some hilarious challenges along the way!.

F MCQ McQuerry, Maureen, 1955-. The telling stone.
Timothy James, his sister Sarah, and their friend Jessica race against time 
and an ancient Evil to save their mother and restore peace and harmony to 
the Travelers Market. Includes glossary and a map with a code for readers to 
decipher.

796.33 GLA Glave, Tom. Tennessee titans.

F-G BLA Black, Holly and Clare, Cassandra. The Iron Trial. New York : Scholastic Press, 
2014.

F CHE The Jungle Temple Oracle : an unofficial Minecraft adventure.
An ancient jungle temple holds the secrets to stopping the evil Herobrine! 
Gameknight999’s true enemy has finally surfaced: Herobrine, an artificially 
intelligent virus that wants to escape Minecraft and destroy mankind with 
their own creation—the Internet. If he is able to escape the game and get 
online, Herobrine will infect millions of computer systems and turn machines 
and weapons on their masters, threatening all of humanity.

F STA Staniszewski, Anna. The Prank List. New York : Scholastic, 2014.

F CAV Cavanaugh, Nancy J. This journal belongs to Ratchet.
Homeschooled by her mechanic-environmentalist father, eleven-year-old 
Rachel "Ratchet" Vance records her efforts to make friends, save a park, 
remember her mother, and find her own definition of "normal.".

F-G Collar, Orpheus. The throne of fire : the graphic novel. First graphic novel edition.
"Carter and Sadie, offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane, 
embark on a worldwide search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and 
the gods of chaos are determined to stop them"--.

F PAS Pastis, Stephan. Timmy failure : sanitized for your protection #4.

363.72 MUL Mulder, Michelle. Trash talk! : moving toward a zero-waste world.

F SHE Sheldon, Dyan. The truth about my success.

F BUC Buckley, Michael, 1969-. Undertow.
A sixteen-year-old girl is caught in an epic clash of civilizations when a 
society of undersea warriors marches out of the ocean into modern-day 
Coney Island.

921 GOO Silvey, Anita, author. Untamed : the wild life of Jane Goodall.
Childhood -- Gombe -- Celebrity scientist -- Transformation -- The legacy -- 
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Resources and more -- All about chimpanzees -- Gombe family scrapbook -- 

The life of Jane Goodall : a time line. "This biography for children trace's 

Goodall's life, but each chapter will also focus on two or more the 

chimpanzees that she observed, with information in sidebars about these 

particular animals. Along with biographical details, the book will explore the 

ethical issues that surround Goodall's work and show what has changed in 

our understanding of Great Apes. What do we know today about these 
animals in terms of language, speech, tool use, and DNA? How has 

sophisticated technology - GPS systems, Satellite imagery, portable digital 

microphones - been used to gain new information about animal 

populations."--.

F-G YOY YoYo (Group). Vermonia: Release of the Red Phoenix. 1st U.S. ed. Somerville, 

Mass. : Candlewick Press, 2010.

Separated from her friends Doug and Jim, Naomi continues to search the 

Turtle Realm for the prison where her best friend Mel is a prisoner. In the 

village of the elder Umnida, Naomi learns to harness the powers of Suzaku, 

the Red Phoenix, which, along with her sword and her friends, will help 

ensure a peaceful future for Vermonia.

F-G YoYo (Group). Vermonia: Return of the Queen. 1st U.S. ed. Somerville, Mass. : 
Candlewick Press, 2012.

The Fate of Three Worlds Depends on the Courage of Four Friends. The 

Battle for Vermonia Continues.

609.2 ABD Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem, 1947-. What color is my world? : the lost history of 

African-American inventors. 1st ed. Somerville, Mass. : Candlewick Press, 
2012.

While twins Ella and Herbie help the handyman Mr. Midal work on their new 

home, he tells them about such inventors as Granville Woods, Dr. Henry T. 

Sampson, and James West, giving them a new view of their heritage as 

African-Americans.

F SEU Seuss, Dr., author, illustrator. What pet should I get? First edition.
A boy wants all of the pets in a pet store but he and his sister can choose 

only one. End notes discuss Dr. Seuss's pets, his creative process, and the 

discovery of the manuscript and illustrations for "What Pet Should I Get?".

323.11 Krull, Kathleen. What was the March on Washington? New York, New York : 

Grosset & Dunlap, c2013.
Separate and not equal -- The power of marches -- JFK -- No detail too small 

-- A crowd gathers ... and gathers -- Millions of footsteps -- A wealth of 
words -- "We shall overcome". Describes the 1963 March on Washington, 

helmed by Martin Luther King, Jr., where over two hundred thousand people 

gathered to demand equal rights for all races, and explains why this event is 

still important in American history today.

F JON Jones, Rob Lloyd, author. Wild boy. First U.S. edition.

Wild Boy becomes a sideshow freak. Isolated from other children and abused 

by the cruel master who bought him, Wild Boy becomes an avid observer, 

developing Sherlock Holmes-like deductive skills. Although he is tormented 
and insulted, kicked and spat at, his quick mind takes in everything he sees. 

When a murder occurs at the fair, Wild Boy is accused. Can he use his 

powers of deduction to save himself? And will the talented and spunky young 
acrobat Clarissa be with him -- or against him?.
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F JON Jones, Rob Lloyd. Wild Boy & the Black Terror. First U.S. edition.

Two former circus performers-turned-master detectives uncover clues when 

a poisoner begins stalking the streets of mid-nineteenth-century London and 

threatening the queen. This is the second in a series of pacy mystery-

adventure stories for 9+ readers, set in the seamy, smoggy underworld of 

Victorian London. A new sensation grips London - a poisoner who strikes 
without a trace, leaving victims mad with terror...and then dead. Is there a 

cure for the BLACK TERROR? To find out, Wild Boy and Clarissa must catch 

the killer. Their hunt will lead them from the city's vilest slums to its 

grandest palaces, and to a darkness at the heart of its very highest society. 

Dripping with atmosphere and gothic gore, Wild Boy and the Black Terror will 

appeal to fans of Sherlock Holmes, gothic horror and all things murderous 

and mysterious.

F SUT Sutherland, Tui, 1978- author. Winter turning.
Winter has been a disappointment to his royal IceWing family, unlike his 

sister Icicle, who has been raised to challenge IceWing queen--but now that 

Icicle has broken the truce and escaped from Jade Mountain Academy, so 
Winter, accompanied by his new clawmates, Moon, Qibli, and Kinkajou, 

embarks on his own quest to free his brother from the clutches of Queen 

Scarlet, and win the respect of his family.

F CHA Chainani, Soman, author. A world without princes. First edition.
When best friends Sophie and Agatha return to a fairy tale world, they find 

that old enemies are no longer fighting, but a war begins to brew as an 

enemy arises from within.

F BAR Barry, Dave. The worst class trip ever. First edition.
When the eighth grade civics class of Miami's Culver Middle School goes on a 

trip to Washington, D.C., Wyatt Palmer finds himself in deep trouble before 

the plane even lands because his best friend, Matt, has decided the men 

sitting behind them are terrorists and it is up to the boys to stop them.

F ROS Rosen, Lev AC. Woundabout. First edition.
Orphaned siblings nine-year-old Cordelia and eleven-year-old Connor, 

accompanied by their pet capybara, go to live with their aunt in the strange 

town of Woundabout, where nothing seems to change.
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